
is a great resource to learn more about Lakewood Ranch. 

Our Sold By Chenkus website 

IN LAKEWOOD RANCH:
 Our TOP TEN

Restaurant Picks

Places to Eat

A fine dining Italian restaurant with a warm ambiance, offering contemporary Italian cuisine with 
traditional influences, exceptional service, and a delightful wine selection.

Cassariano Italian 
Eatery:1

Transporting diners to Paris with its cozy and chic atmosphere, this restaurant serves authentic 
French cuisine with a contemporary twist, complemented by a carefully curated wine list.

Paris Bistrot:2
Offering Mediterranean delights with a focus on locally-sourced ingredients and daily Chef's 
specials, this restaurant provides a vibrant and interactive dining experience with an open kitchen.Sofias:3
A popular spot for modern American cuisine with a sophisticated touch, featuring signature 
dishes like crispy pork belly and gourmet burgers in a chic and elegant setting.

Libby's Neighborhood 
Brasserie: 4

A seafood hub with a New England flair, serving innovative fish dishes and boasting the area's 
only local raw bar, alongside a full bar with daily happy hour.Lucky Pelican Bistro: 5

A seafood-centric restaurant with a dedicated stage for live music and an outdoor backyard area, 
offering a fusion of nostalgic charm and fresh dining experiences.Owens Fish Camp: 6
A brewpub nestled in Waterside Place, providing award-winning beers and classic American fare 
with a twist, set in a comfortable waterfront location with stunning views.

Good Liquid 
Brewing Company: 7

A cornerstone of the community for over 15 years, offering authentic Thai and sushi dishes with 
warm hospitality and a blend of vibrant flavors.Thai Spice & Sushi: 8
Celebrating Peruvian heritage with traditional and innovative tapas, sourced from local farmers' 
markets, and offering catering services for special events.

Inkawasi Peruvian 
Restaurant:9

A unique fusion of Korean and traditional steakhouse influences, offering an interactive tabletop 
grilling experience, diverse menu, and attentive service in Waterside Place.Koré Steakhouse:10

Lakewood Ranch is a beautiful and growing community located in the heart of sunny Florida. There are many 
reasons it is the #1 selling multi generation master planned community. There are many amazing restaurants 

within Lakewood Ranch's boundaries. Here are our Top 10 favorites, in no specific order!
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